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WE PUT THE SPECIAL
IN SPECIALISTS

CEO SAYS
Increase your operational capabilities,
efficiency and endurance
Spectre Marine trains specialists for advanced missions, under the most challenging conditions worldwide. With us, you get tailor-made training adapted

ongoing follow-up process throughout the training, you
can rest assured that Spectre marine training programmes are the best there are, worldwide.
Let us maximize your organization’s operational
capability. Welcome to Spectre Marine.

to your requirements, your level of knowledge and
operational goals. We offer hand-picked, professional
instructors and realistic exercises in natural environments.
Our training method, which is based on confidence and
trust, means participants are empowered to do more
and perform at the very top of their ability throughout
the entire training programme. Thanks to a specific,

Andreas Isaksson
CEO, Spectre Marine

REFERENCES

ESCOLA NAVAL
DE PEMBA

“

As designers and builders
of highly dynamic vessels
it’s imperative that our
clients are trained by experienced professionals
who can adapt to changing operational profiles.
We found that and more
when working with
our partners at Spectre
Marine.
Andrew Lea, Chief Designer
at Privinvest Shipyards

We had very specific
requirements due to
the nature of our missions and Spectre provided our unit with unique
knowledge of navigating
in harsh environments.
Team Leader Naval SOF
Undisclosed Country
within EU

The Spectre training
program has enabled us
to fully utilize our naval
assets and significantly
raised our operational
capacity.
Naval Officer,
rank and name on request

These guys will keep your
back. Spectre’s people
are professional and
reliable. Available even on
short notice and a trusted
provider of a high-quality
product in every sense.
Max Nordlund,
Project Manager
Boomeranger Boats

Spectre is our reliable
and flexible partner for
finding practical solutions
and support.
Damen Shipyards,
Training Department

Spectre Marine is a very
professional partner
with high standards. The
whole team is result oriented and possess both
competence and experience required to deliver
quality services. Training
is adapted to the customers working requirements
and needs.
Member of Norwegian
Authority

SUBSTANTIVE
TRAINING

Benefits of completed training with Spectre Marine:
Enhanced operational capacity and endurance of units
Safety and confidence of personnel

Spectre Marine’s customers come from many
different organizations and businesses around the
world. Among our most prestigious customers are
the Swedish Sea Rescue Society, Swedish
Amphibious Forces, Dutch Special Forces and the
Norwegian Police.
With a broad range of specialized training and
unique expertise, we can provide training programmes tailored for each customer. The typical
instructor / participant ratio is one to three or four.
Approximately 80 per cent of the training consists
of practical exercises in real conditions.

Enhanced life cycle of boat and on-board equipment
Reduced warranty-related issues
Reduced total cost of ownership

TAILORED FOR YOUR
OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
Each training programme is tailored to the
customer’s operational requirements. The
contents are selected in consultation with
the customer and each part leads to the next
for continuous training with a central theme
throughout the programme.

THREE
LEVELS

THESE ARE THE COURSES IN MOST POPULAR DEMAND:

COURSE

basic

Intermediate

#1 Assault navigation
In order to ensure an

LEVEL 1 – BASIC

#2 Dynamic navigation

efficient learning process,

#3 maritime interception & boarding

all training programmes are
divided into three different
entry levels. The entry level

LEVEL 2 – INTERMEDIATE

#4 vessel Familiarization Training course

is determined based on the

#5 Vessel & engine maintenance repair programmes

customer’s existing knowledge, operational requirements and objectives.

LEVEL 3 – ADVANCED

#6 Shipboard Launch and Recovery
#7 Search and rescue

      

Advanced

SPECIALLY DESIGNED
FOR EACH CUSTOMER

EXAMPLE COURSE COMBINATION:

COURSE

It is possible to combine courses in a large number of ways, fully adapted to the customer’s requirements.

+ + +

This is how one of our most prestigious customer’s training program was put together:

#2 Dynamic
navigation
(basic)

#1 Assault
navigation
(intermediate)

#6 Shipboard
launch and
recovery
(intermediate)

basic

Intermediate

#1 Assault navigation
#2 Dynamic navigation
#3 maritime interception & boarding
#4 vessel Familiarization Training course
#5 Vessel & engine maintenance repair programmes

#3 Maritime
interception
& boarding
(intermediate
and advanced)

#6 Shipboard Launch and Recovery
#7 Search and rescue

      

Advanced

OUR OFFER
– STEP BY STEP
Spectre Marine provides cutting
edge training in advanced seaborne
operations. International interest
continues to grow. We offer a wide
range of training courses, carefully
adapted to each customer. The time
from a signed contract to first day of
training varies, but the preparations
always follow the same steps.

#01

#02

#03

#04

IDENTIFYING THE NEEDS

QUOTATION

WORK ORDER

DETAILED PLANNING

The first thing we do when a cus-

Because Spectre Marine always en-

Once the important framework of

The preparations are developed

tomer decides to book a course with

sures value for money, the quota-

the training is established, a work

further by the training department

Spectre Marine is to agree on dates,

tion also presents the syllabus and

order is prepared and submit-

at our headquarters in Sweden.

the number of students, which boats

a preliminary schedule.

ted to Spectre Marine’s chief of

Head of training makes contact

to use, and the geographic location.

operations at the headquarters in

with the customer, who is involved

The location may be the custom-

Sweden. He makes sure the cus-

in decision-making throughout

er’s base, one of Spectre Marine’s

tomer’s requirements can be met,

the process to make sure train-

permanent camps or other place

and that the goals are realistic.

ing will meet all expectations.

that meets the customer’s needs.

The work order includes the cus-

The most suitable instructors are

We determine the main objectives.

tomer’s requirements, a budget

booked,

and necessities including vessels,

planned, study material produced,

course objectives and other condi-

the schedule fixed and local con-

tions.

ditions investigated.

overall

transportation

#05

#06

#07

#08

#09

#10

INITIAL TRAINING PHASE

TRAINING IN PROGRESS

FINAL TRAINING PHASE

WRITTEN REPORT

EVALUATION CONCLUSIONS

VERIFICATION

Once the preparations are com-

Each training day starts with a

At the end of the course, partici-

The head instructor compiles all

The report is submitted to the cus-

Spectre’s staff make contact with

plete, Spectre Marine is ready to

briefing linked to the goals set for

pants undergo a comprehensive

documentation in a report, which

tomer in order to verify that the ob-

customer again a while later, to

start the course. The instructors

that day’s schedule and ends with

test to verify they have absorbed

is carefully reviewed by the head

jectives have been achieved. Evalu-

learn how the new knowledge and

arrive at the camp a day or two in

a debriefing. The learning curve of

all the required knowledge. The

of training at our headquarters in

ation of results on commander level

experience have been implement-

advance. They review the syllabus

each participant is monitored con-

results are reviewed together with

Sweden. The report contains de-

based on the report generated.

ed in the customer’s organization

and double check equipment,

tinuously, and they are coached

the customer’s liaison officer. If

tailed descriptions of all parts of

and to discuss possible follow-

logistics and local conditions,

where improvement is needed. All

appropriate, participants receive a

the course. After the course, we

ups, and ongoing future coopera-

preferably in cooperation with

activities are documented. Every-

diploma or a certificate, with a list

can recommend further training

tion based on the written report.

the customer’s liaison officer.

thing we do is done to make sure

of completed courses.

for the development of students

These steps are taken to ensure

the right end result is achieved.

and

their organization.

Expert

the very best experience possible

product evaluation is offered as an

for the participants.

option in addition to the main report. The report is provided to the
customer’s liaison officer.

A SCANDINAVIAN
APPROACH
tion and debriefing. This ensures that

heritage and teaching methods

each participant is prepared for the

that involve participants in their

next step in the programme. Fur-

own learning process. We set clear

thermore, sharing experiences and

goals and constantly challenge our

impressions directly connected to

students at different levels. Our experience

practical exercises, contributes to reinforc-

shows that participants grow in self-con-

ing the participants’ learning process and
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personal development.
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fidence and knowledge through personal
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Spectre Marine’s training programmes are
always adapted to customer needs and
operational requirements. All exercises are
based on real-life scenarios with the main
focus on practical training.

We take pride in our Scandinavian

U
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responsibility and mutual trust.

A

All evaluations are documented; the cus-

Each training session begins with a briefing

tomer is provided with continuous progress

showing clear objectives and enlarging on

reports and kept fully informed of progress.

the meaning and purpose of each exercise.

We issue diplomas and certificates accord-

Each training session ends with an evalua-

ing to STCW Manila.

SPECTRE’S
RESOURCES
Spectre Marine offers access to

Spectre has its own fleet of

Our instructors are our greatest assets,

training camps in different loca-

high-speed boats and various

making Spectre Marine’s training pro-

tions worldwide. Spectre pro-

types of vessels with different

grammes unique. Spectre has a large

vides its customers with various

propulsion systems are avail-

number of specialist instructors available

training environments, from the

able on request. However, most

worldwide – each one with substantial

Swedish island of Tjorn to Java,

of Spectre’s customers prefer to

knowledge and highly skilled in their field

Indonesia and several regions

work with their own platforms in

of expertise.

in Africa. We can also set up

their own environments.

temporary camps whenever

ABOUT US

SPECTRE MARINE
INSTRUCTORS

appropriate, depending on the

With our instructors’ unique skillsets, we
help put the special in specialists.

customer’s requirements.

Spectre Marine
Tel: +46 31 16 50 10
info@spectre.se | www.spectre.se

